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Summary
Since January 2007 Romania has become one of the latest ‘eastern’ countries to be part of
the European Union on the current decade. Since then, Romanians have started benefiting
of becoming part of the main economic community of the region, which means financial
support, open market standards, work flow opportunities and so on. However technical
and social support has been not following the same patterns, which is represented in a lack
of strategy about what and how the cities would be developing in relation with the EU
region.

At a geographic level Romania is a region that has been in a convulsive stage for ages,
but after 40 years of communism and dictatorship, (ended up in 1989), and after joining
the EU on 2007 is nowadays looking for the so long delayed development. On one side,
Romania is enjoining the results of healthy reforms in the business area, which made
the country ranks between the 10 best countries in 2006 in the ease of doing business
around the world1, and also one of the main destinations for foreign investments in the
region2. On the other side is now receiving funds from the European Regional
Development Fund which finances projects with a major impact on the regional and
local development, rehabilitation and modernization, ‘supporting the development of the
urban centres with economic growth potential, in order to create conditions for them to
act as engines for local and regional development’3.

(insert image 1)
(Caption 1: The image above shows Romania at the centre of the Balkans, and reflects the border condition
of the whole region in different variables. HDI, Human Development Index; GINI, Inequality of income
distribution and GDP, the Gross Domestic Product Per capita, )

However, urban development process (which has been accelerated in the last years) is
not following the same trend as the economic development. Urban development has
been under a great pressure both internally from the investors and externally imposed
by the EU. Although in principle this might sounds good, it can at the same time have
(and its already showing) even a negative impact over Romanian cities4. If the internal
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conditions are more or less commonly seen in fast developing countries, the external
development support brings up, next to the obvious positive input, a new challenge.
Countries as Romania start running this challenge for getting external funds in order to
create ‘programmes and projects’, nevertheless the speed of the process and the
anxiousness of not losing the funds (because the deadlines) brings together a
development process with a lack of strategy and poor knowledge about how to manage
an integrated and sustainable process.
Regarding the lack of strategy, The Regional Operational Programme that is the main
instrument/programme for managing the investment in the urban development,
establishes the rules of the game as strong as a local policy document and has to be
taken on board by the authorities that aspire to make use of the available funds. It holds
up the concept of the Strategy and Integrated Planning which it is known as a complex
process and negotiation, it also asks for consultations and debates, and it should end up
in a series of well matured projects. But once is finally setup it gives a time span of a few
months to develop all these simultaneously and it actually assumes an already existing
strategy (by default) in which one could just dive and pick the right mix of projects and
put them in a way and define an action zone that actually could make sense as an
integrated development plan.
As a result, the eligible projects and the restrictions they put on the proposals,
combined with the low capacity and vision of local authorities reduces all the
social/urban projects to a mere system of cctv in public spaces5 or insuring just an
infrastructure upgrade of the existing with a limited impact in the desired social and
economic regeneration of the cities.
So how can we still reach that target of recreating a competitive city?
Regeneration of the existing vs. new development
Different stages of development have left their mark on the current configuration of the
Romanian cities. A strong shift in growth came with the socialist period (1945-1989)
which reflected the main ideas of the regime: control, uniformity, density and
centralised economy. The urbanism was following the centralization of industrial zones,
while the dwellings to host the workers were standardized and used regardless of any
given geography. The focus was on big scale interventions in the city meant to display
power and solidity. Regarding the quality of life attention was given to standard
requirements without further differentiation between areas.

“For many it is rather normal that there is camera surveillance or increased policing in certain areas
(…)Such systems are now seen as a key element in regeneration and urban management schemes despite
much scepticism over their effectiveness.” The ‘normalisation’ of ideas of urban resilience goes much
further (…) Driven by the impeding fear of terrorist attack, but also connected to other forms of disaster
management, the local population is becoming conditioned to living with ever-present danger. Dr Jon
Coaffee, ‘We are all risk managers today’, EUKN Interview 2009.
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Elaborating on the latest socialist interventions, Biljana Savic6 explains how socialist
urbanism directed the spatial configuration of cities from an instrumental use where
social necessity shaped the city, towards a symbolic use where ideology was reflected.
Furthermore, similarly to other socialist plans (Savic, 1993) sub-areas linked to an
industrial plant, containing dormitories, communal facilities for recreation, education,
health and commerce, are more segregated and less able to function as generators of
local economies, working against planners intention, without being self sufficient as an
urban local centre and leaning today on the capacity of the global movement network.

(insert image 2)
(Caption 2: Spatial Accessibility map of the whole Bucharest, showing from red the more accessible open
spaces in the city to blue the least accessible ones)

Thus the need of deep regeneration of these areas that compose 40% of a city as
Bucharest is today recognised by local authorities, governments, and practitioners alike.
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(insert image 3)
(Caption 3: Socialist residential complex location on the city of Bucharest)

Assessing quantity and quality
Having setup together with the local and national government7 an undergoing research
process, using Space Syntax tools and methodologies for the reassessment of the
existing urban space, we have been able to establish quantity requirements but focusing
on the quality principles and the life quality perception.
A challenge is for one to understand the way these neighbourhoods work today
compared to the planned standards. This can be done by mapping the different
components of the public space according to their function on the background of the
original planned form of the settlements. That comparison sets to explain the requisites
and the offer at the present moment from a quantitative point of view, and how these
have shifted over time. But also it explains how morphologically distinct urban
structures create different proportions of public spaces on a similar surface distributed
between the movement system, the “green” areas (recreational or landscape) and
parking space or other infrastructure.
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(insert image 4, 5 & 6)
(Caption 4, 5 & 6: Three residential complex morphologies, Array, Spread and Enclose)

(insert image 7 & 8)
(Caption 7 & 8: Built density and Landuse distribution in the three residential areas)

These will have an effect on the perceived quality of the environment as well as on the
capacity to respond to the needs of the users. A couple of issues that are easily
recognised are parking facilities and safety.
safety. These were both variables that at the time
of the constructions were managed completely differently and that only become a
problem today.8
As in the example of the cases previously presented the spatial aspects to explain these
problems can help to explain the way in which they behave. The analysis has proved
that in the case of the enclosed development (zone3) the street surface is much larger
(47%) compared to the other two (25%). The density shows a variation between 50
flats/ha in zone 3 to 83 flats/ha in zone 2. Based on the two analysis it can be explained
how one of the structures affords a much better provision of parking areas along the
street, but in the meanwhile, due to overpermeability, it can generate a lower footfall on
every street segment and thus a lower informal supervision of the street.

(insert image 9 & 10)
(Caption 9 & 10: Parking provision; formal, informal and abusive)

8 The car provision previously considered at 1 car at every 7-13 flats (NP – 057/2002, Normativ pentru
proiectarea cladirilor de locuinte) is today estimated in UK for example at 1,1 car for every 3 bedroom
flat.

A different issue is the provision of green space which is defined as every non-mineral
surface and is regulated recently to a 2sqm/person. This not only is an unachievable
task at the level of Bucharest but it also reduces the vision over what green spaces
should be for their users, how they should be used and what their environmental
impact actually is. Similarly the mapping of these areas shows in a first instance the
difference between the counted green area and the proportion of it that is public and
has been designed for particular uses.

(insert image 11 & 12)
(Caption 11 & 12: Green space provision; accessible, semiprivate and public facilities)

Following the Diagnosis stage we have been developing in this piece of research, it is
possible to argue that even though this kind of development is based on a unit
definition, equality standards and repetition principles, the resulting urban structures
are not equal as believed. That brings up the concern that any current redevelopment
strategy has to focus on understanding these differences.
differences. It should avoid the
uniformisation of the problems and of the solutions, staying away from imposing a new
set of general standards, but do more than that, by imposing a new set of principles.

(insert image 13)
(Caption 13: Public space audit outcome, scoring on perceived quality of the study area)

Conclusion
One of the key questions of this ongoing research has been how to show and to change
the understandings about the current situation of the Romanian cities. In some way,
Romanians citizens and leaders have been constantly comparing themselves with their
neighbours looking for similar patterns and standards and trying to target the public
space imagery of the Western Europe. But a lack of diagnosis tools, urban
regeneration principles and forecasting methods has been increasingly affecting the
understanding of the problems9.

The second key question is how to shift from a ‘quantity’ point of view to a ‘quality’
point of view, in which planning aims at reaching international normative standards
without taking account of the quality of design, materials or even the
the expertise of those
who are designing and building those interventions10.
In summary, the failure of the current redevelopment scheme can be attributed to a
lack of an exhaustive diagnosis stage and the absence of a ‘vision’, which is the first
step of building a sustainable development,
development, a vision that needs to be accompanied by a
strategy for ensuring the quality of projects or for implementing projects with a higher
impact at the life quality in the city.
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